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1. Online phase:

2. In-person phase
   > Almaty, Kazakhstan, 17-20 December 2019

3. Follow-up activities
Objectives of the Programme

• Build **knowledge and skills** on the compilation of SEEA-Energy accounts;

• Develop understanding and skills on the **use of energy balances for creation of energy accounts**, including through using an energy-balances-to-accounts tool provided by UNSD;

• Develop appreciation of the various **uses of energy accounts, balances and statistics** by strengthening policy-data links, including to inform SDG progress, national energy sector plans, and national development programmes;

• **Share experiences** and learn from other colleagues; and

• Establish **draft national strategic plans** for the development and use of energy accounts, balances and statistics.
Agenda overview

Day 1:
• Sharing of experiences
• Energy statistics
• Energy physical flow accounts

Day 2:
• Energy balance and moving from balances to accounts
• Air emission accounts

Day 3:
• Energy asset accounts
• Energy statistics, balances and accounts for energy policy

Day 4:
• Formulation of national plans
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